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ABSTRACT

Purpose: one of typical cancer among men is the prostate tumour. This is the reason why the screening and the early detection

is a crucial task to obtain a diagnosis and a subsequent therapy in the shortest possible time. Materials and Methods: in this

paper, with the aim to help radiologists and pathologists for a prompt diagnosis, a method for detecting prostate cancer is

proposed. Our analysis starts from the magnetic resonances images (coronal and axial planes), building a labelled transition

system for coronal slices and another one for axial, which takes into account a number of non invasive radiomic features. Thus,

a set of formulae in temporal logic characterizing the prostate cancer is verified through the model checking technique, to

detect the prostate cancer. The proposed method considers magnetic resonance images without the Region Of Interest. This

represents one of the major novelty of the method. Results: the proposed method is evaluated on a data-set composed of

40 patients, obtaining very interesting performances in the discrimination between affected and not affected prostate cancer

patients. Conclusion: the study confirms the effectiveness of the formal methods to discriminate between cancerous and

benign prostate MRIs with a method not requiring the ROI of the cancerous area, by obtaining a sensitivity and a specificity

equal to 1.

Introduction

The tumour of the prostate cancer represents one of the most common cause of cancer death among men worldwide1 and the

second and third leading cause of cancer-related death in the United States and Europe, respectively2, 3. It has a strong tropism

towards prostate tissue of adult males, about 2 tumors on 3 belong to over 65 years old men. Moreover, among the main risk

factors for prostate cancer, familiarity must be considered, but also variability gene-related like anomalies in BRCA 1 and

BRCA2 genes, already known for their relations with ovary and breast cancer, and the gene HPC1(https://www.airc.it/). These

patients have more elevated possibilities to develop the cancer and they are suggested to attend screening programs and follow

up to identify early the lesions or to monitor them.

In this context, the fine-grain detection of the suspicious prostate cancer (PCa) is of great interest with the to manage in an

appropriate way the disease.

The Prostate Imaging and Reporting Archiving Data System version 2 (PI-RADS v2)4 was introduced with the aim to

propose a standard in MpMRI interpretation. It is a score, from 1 to 5, to quantify the grade of suspicious PCa.

Radiomics represents a new research field devoted to the extraction of numerical biomarkers from medical images5. Using

these biomarkers it has been shown that it is possible to identify pathologies even at an early stage. Most exploited radiomics

features consider volume, shape and size. Furthermore, considering that radiomic features are typically extracted from medical

images, they represent a non-invasive technique6 for disease detection. Moreover they can be extracted from any organ. In the

prostate cancer context, radiomics can be used to highlight the various lesions of the PI-RADS scale in a totally automatic but

above all non-invasive way, thus avoiding the patient’s biopsy.

In this paper, a method to detect whether a magnetic resonance image exhibits the prostate cancer is proposed. The

underlying idea behind the proposed method is to offer to specialists the possibility to detect the PCa in an early stage i.e.,

when the patient has no symptoms. The possibility of identifying a cancer in a early stage, when is therefore small and not very

extensive, allows doctors to treat with less invasive therapies, such as minor resection surgeries, and with better chances of

success. Thus, the method can be used as screening for prostate cancer and as support for doctors. We exploit a set of radiomic

features computed directly on the whole organ: the proposed method does not require to mark the MRIs with the Region Of

Interest (ROI). This is an important and novel result, since we can see what the expert’s eye does not see. A method using



images with ROI, may not discover a cancer outside the ROI itself, if the ROI has not been correctly marked. Thus, in this

work we consider the whole organ, without losing the analysis of potentially carcinogenic areas. Another important novelty is

represented by the analysis considering two different representations of the organ related to the axial and coronal plane. This

allows to obtain better performances in the pathology detection, since two orthogonal views of the same image are considered.

Our method basically considers MRIs in terms of formal models and through the model checking technique a series of

temporal logic formulae (describing the prostate cancer) are verified by exploiting a formal verification environment.

Below, we itemize the distinctive points of the proposed method:

• we represent the patient (coronal and axial) slices in terms of labelled transition system built exploiting radiomic features;

• the proposed feature set is generated on the whole organ (this aspect represents one of the principal novelty of our

proposal);

• a set of temporal logic formulae aimed to identify the prostate tumour in coronal and axial magnetic resonance images;

• an experiment aimed to assess the effectiveness of the proposed method on 40 different patient MRIs marked by

pathologists as affected or not-affected by prostate cancer;

• from the experimental evaluation we reach a specificity and a sensitivity equal to 1.

The paper proceeds as follows: the next section describe the proposed method, the results of the experimental evaluation

are shown in Section 1, current state of the art literature is described in Section 1 and, finally, conclusion and future research

direction are discussed in the last section.

1 Method and Material

In this section we describe our approach to detect prostate cancer by MRI analysis through model checking.

Figure 1 depicts the proposed methodology.

Figure 1. The method.

The analysis is starting from a set of coronal and axial MRIs. We take into account these two different representations of the

same patient to have a complete view of the possible pathology and to define a robust method to effectively detect the cancer.

The MR image formation process subdivides a section of the body of the patient into a set of slices: we consider, for each

patient under analysis, the slices belonging to coronal and axial MRIs. From the set of coronal and axial slices, we compute a

set of numeric values i.e., the shape (radiomic) features defined in Table 1.

The radiomic features are extracted on without-ROI slices and to gather radiomic features the pyradiomics package7 is

invoked by using a software implemented by authors by exploiting the Python programming language. Subsequently, the

numeric values of the radiomic features are discretised, i.e., we divide the numeric values into discrete ones. There are several

algorithms proposed by community research for variable discretisation, in this paper we resort to the equal-width discretization8:
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Table 1. Features involved in the study.

this algorithm first finds the minimum and the maximum values for each radiomic feature RFx with 1 ≤ x ≤ 4 , and then divides

this range into a number IRFx of equal-width intervals (this parameter is user-specified, in this work we consider IRFx = 3).

Once obtained the discretised intervals for the radiomic features, we represent coronal and axial MRI in terms of Labeled

Transition System i.e.,LTS, basically composed by nodes and edges aimed to connect the related nodes.

The LTS is composed by the possible interleaving of the IRFx intervals for the i-th slice to compose the final model including

all the patient slices. For each patient, two models are generated, the first one is related to the coronal slices while the second

for the axial ones. Once obtained the formal models (i.e., the coronal and the axial models), we need to define logical temporal

formulae aimed to prostate tumour identification (i.e., to characterize the cancer). We consider a precise notation provided by

the temporal mu-calculus logic9 that allow us to state in a formal way the prostate cancer characterization. It is important to use

a temporal logic to express how the features change in the slice sequence.

To check whether the temporal logic formulae are verified on the patient model, there is the need of a something enabling

this task. We use formal verification environments, considering mathematical reasoning aimed to verify whether a model

satisfies a set of requirements (i.e., the properties, in this case ϕ-coronal and ψ-axial respectively characterizing the prostate

cancer in the coronal and in the axial slices). Among all the formal technique proposed from the scientific community, in this

paper we use the model checking. The model checker accepts as input the formal model and the properties: basically, this

technique evaluates the properties against the formal model, whether the model satisfies the property the model checker will

output “true” (i.e., cancer), “false” (i.e., benign) otherwise. In this paper, the model checker implemented in the Concurrency

Workbench of the New Century (CWB-NC)10 software is considered.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we obtain a data-set composed of 80 MRIs (40 coronals and

40 axials) belonging to 40 patients. The MRIs were downloaded by authors from the picture archiving and communication

system (PACS) of the “Centro Radiologico Potito”(https://www.centroradiologicopotito.it/), a radiological center in the city

of Campobasso in Italy. The MRIs were acquired using a Philips Ingenia 1.5 T. The MRIs were in the digital imaging and

communications in Medicine (DICOM) format and they are accompanied with the relative medical reports redact by radiologists

with the cancer/benign indication. The patient dataset was obtained in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations.

All protocols were approved by the ethics committee/institutional review board of the Department of Medicine and Health

"Vincenzo Tiberio”, University of Molise, Campobasso, Italy. The informed consent was obtained from all subjects. Subject

under 18 are not considered in the experimental evaluation.

Results

In this section we describe the experiment we performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed formal approach.

Figure 2 shows an example of (coronal and axial) benign and cancerous prostate MRIs belonging to the analysed data-set.

Table 2 shows the results for the formulae verification.

In Table 2 we add the ✓ symbol if the temporal logic properties are resulting true, Differently, if the patient model is

labelled with false from the model checking software we add the ✗ symbol. The ϕ-coronal column indicates the model checker

output with the coronal slices, while the with ψ-axial the model checker output obtained with the axial slices. Moreover, the

patient (medical report) column indicates, for each patient, the result of the radiologist diagnosis (i.e., cancer or benign), while
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Figure 2. An example of benign and cancerous MRIs.

Patient (medical report)

Formula verified on the model
ϕ-coronal ψ-axial ϕ ∨ψ (software response)

1 (cancer) ✓ ✓ ✓ (cancer)

2 (benign) ✗ ✗ ✗ (benign)

3 (benign) ✗ ✗ ✗ (benign)

4 (cancer) ✗ ✓ ✓ (cancer)

5 (benign) ✗ ✗ ✗ (benign)

6 (benign) ✗ ✗ ✗ (benign)

7 (cancer) ✓ ✓ ✗ (benign)

8 (cancer) ✓ ✓ ✓ (cancer)

9 (benign) ✗ ✗ ✗ (benign)

10 (cancer) ✓ ✓ ✓ (cancer)

11 (benign) ✗ ✗ ✗ (benign)

12 (cancer) ✓ ✓ ✓ (cancer)

13 (cancer) ✓ ✓ ✓ (cancer)

14 (benign) ✗ ✗ ✗ (benign)

15 (benign) ✗ ✗ ✗ (benign)

16 (benign) ✗ ✗ ✗ (benign)

17 (benign) ✗ ✗ ✗ (benign)

18 (cancer) ✓ ✓ ✓ (cancer)

19 (cancer) ✓ ✓ ✓ (cancer)

20 (cancer) ✓ ✓ ✓ (cancer)

21 (benign) ✗ ✗ ✓ (cancer)

22 (cancer) ✓ ✓ ✓ (cancer)

23 (cancer) ✓ ✓ ✓ (cancer)

24 (benign) ✗ ✗ ✗ (benign)

25 (cancer) ✓ ✓ ✓ (cancer)

26 (cancer) ✓ ✓ ✓ (cancer)

27 (benign) ✗ ✗ ✗ (benign)

28 (cancer) ✓ ✓ ✓ (cancer)

29 (cancer) ✓ ✓ ✓ (cancer)

30 (benign) ✗ ✗ ✗ (benign)

31 (benign) ✗ ✗ ✗ (benign)

32 (benign) ✗ ✗ ✗ (benign)

33 (benign) ✗ ✗ ✗ (benign)

34 (benign) ✗ ✗ ✗ (benign)

35 (cancer) ✓ ✓ ✓ (cancer)

36 (benign) ✗ ✗ ✗ (benign)

37 (cancer) ✓ ✗ ✓ (cancer)

38 (cancer) ✓ ✓ ✓ (cancer)

39 (benign) ✗ ✗ ✗ (benign)

40 (cancer) ✓ ✓ ✓ (cancer)

Table 2. Formulae verification.

the ϕ-coronal ∨ ψ-axial indicated the software response produced by our developed method. Clearly, the models obtained by

the coronal slices are verified with the ϕ-coronal formula, while the models obtained by the axial slices are verified using the
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ψ-axial one: the software response is ϕ-coronal ∨ ψ-axial that is “true” (i.e., cancer) whether at least one formula between

ϕ-coronal and ψ-axial is verified on the respective model (clearly whether ϕ-coronal and ψ-axial are “true” the software

response will be “true”). It is sufficient to find a carcinogenic area in at least one of the two planes (axial/coronal).

From the results shown in Table 2, we highlight the importance of using the two planes (coronal and axial). In fact, for

the patient #4, the ϕ-coronal is “false”, while the ψ-axial is “true”, and for the patient #37, the ϕ-coronal is “true”, while the

ψ-axial is “false”. Therefore, for both the patients, our approach correctly outputs “true”, i.e., cancer, coherently with the

output radiologist, since we evaluated the disjunction of two formulae. Note that, if we had considered just one plan, we would

have gotten two wrong results.

We consider four well-known metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of the model checking based approach, shown in Table 3.

In reference11 there are more details available.

Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV

1 1 1 1

Table 3. Performance results.

The evaluation results in Table 3 show that model checking is very promising in prostate cancer detection; in fact a

sensitivity and specificity equal to 1 are obtained.

An interesting aspect of the proposed method is represented by the counter-example, generated when a property fails to hold.

The examination of this counter-example allows to understand why a property is not satisfied on a certain formal model. In this

way it is possible to explain the reason why a certain property (in this case related to prostate cancer detection) is not satisfied

on an MRI and to formulate and explanatory report. This is an interesting aspect, considering that in recent times research

community is investigating about explainability12 (i.e., the process aimed to enable human users to develop understanding to be

able to trust the model prediction13) of the prediction of medical decision systems, using machine learning techniques.

Discussion

In this section, state-of-the-art literature about the detection of prostate cancer is provided. We recall that, with respect to the

methods proposed in the current literature, the main novelties introduces by the proposed method is the adoption of formal

methods for prostate cancer detection exploiting radiomic feature from MRIs without the ROI. This represents one of the main

novelties of the proposed method in fact, current literature present methods based on the ROI area to detect the cancer, this is

symptomatic that these methods are not able to detect the cancerous area outside the marked ROI. For this reason our analysis

is focused on the whole organ.

Researchers in14 investigate tissue images to detect prostate cancer. They propose a deep learning classifier, reaching

an accuracy equal to 0.81. The proposed method consider the distinctive mathematical rigor provided by formal methods,

moreover we highlight that the proposed method do not require to the ROI for the cancer detection. Furthermore, we obtain

better performances, as highlighted by the results obtained in the experimental analysis section.

Another deep learning architecture is evaluated in15 with the aim to detect prostate cancer. The obtain an accuracy equal to

0.70. Differently from authors in15 we exploit radiomics features to build from MRI slices through an automaton, reaching

better performances.

Several methods16–19 consider supervised machine learning to build models to discriminate between bening and malignant

prostate MRIs.

Authors in16 propose an invasive method, as a matter of fact they consider tissue image that can be obtained only from

biopsy and then they classify these images for prostate cancer detection.

Bonekamp and colleagues20 demonstrated that radiomic features obtain comparable performances if compared with apparent

diffusion coefficient features with regard to prostate lesions.

Authors in21 discuss several examples of application in medical imaging involving artificial intelligence, by concluding that

the interdisciplinary between machine learning and radiology can conduct to predictive analysis and precision medicine, where

a therapy is developed ad-hoc for a specific patient.

Researchers in22 demonstrate the radiomic features, mainly related to the second-order texture features for the detection of

prostate canceres scored as PI-RADS 3 and 4, while authors in23 are focused on the diagnostic performance of texture radiomic

features for the detection of PI-RADS 3 lesions.

Recently, formal methods were applied from authors in11, 24 for the prostate cancer Gleason score detection. Differently

from following proposal, methods in11, 24 require to pathologists to manually draw the ROI on the cancerous area to output the

Gleason score.
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There are following novelty points with respect to these two methods: the adoption of formal methods, the analysis using

MRIs without the ROI, the analysis of both coronal plane and axial plane and the better performances achieved.

To support radiologists and pathologists in the prostate cancer early detection, we propose an approach aimed to identify

prostate cancer. Our analysis considers magnetic resonance images without the Region Of Interest (ROI) and exploits formal

methods to model coronal and axial MRIs in terms of labeled transition systems.

The evaluation on a data-set gathered from a radiological center in the city of Campobasso (Italy) by showing that our

approach is aimed to obtain a sensitivity and a specificity equal to 1 on a data-set composed from MRIs of 40 patients. We plan

to extend our analysis to sagittal MRI slices. Moreover, we are interested to verify the generalization of our approach on the

detection of other kind of cancers.
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Figures

Figure 1

The method.



Figure 2

An example of benign and cancerous MRIs.
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